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Risk Factor Love
Benny Henriksson: Risk Factor Love: Homosexuality, sexual interaction
and hiv prevention. GOteborgs universitd. Institu tione n for socialt arbete.
Skriftserien 1995. Goteborg 1995. Commentary by Professor Jeffrey Weeks,
South Bank University, London, on the thesis presented by Benny Henriksson for the award of a doctorate at the University of G6teborg, March
1995.

Presentation
Writing about sexuality, the British sociologist Ken Plummer wrote in the
early 1970s, makes you "morally suspect" (Plummer 1975). 1 myself have
probably been suspect for many years now, and so has Benny Henriksson
whose doctoral thesis is now before us. Yet, as the thesis demonstrates, and
as is increasingly recognized today even by leading "mainstream" social
scentists, to understand sexuality is to begin to understand the mysteries of
society more widely. And when we are faced by a social and cultural crisis
such as the one that encompasses aids, to understand sexuality becomes
more than a desirable goal of social science; it becomes a social imperative.
I once wrote that as sexuality goes, so goes society (Weeks 1985), by which
I meant, in part, that our attitudes to the erotic are a good index of our wider
social attitudes. In particular, a society that is afraid of facing the challenges
of sexual diversity, a society that cannot face the fact of different identities,
differen t ways of life, conflicting moral and ethical standards is an inadequate
society, however "advanced" or "compassionate" it may be or wish to seem
in its geneml presentation of itself, and in its dominant myths. 'lnere is no
point in a state attempting to be the caring parent for its citizens if it cannot
understand and then respond compassionately to individual differences. In
the end the children will be alienated and marginalized, and the idea of
society as a family whose members are worthy of equal respect will be
poisoned from within. tn the age of aids a failure to confront our private
hopes and secret longings, our varied desires, our diffe rent behaviours and
our otte n conflicting public needs signifies not only a loss of nerve, an inability to deal properly with te present and think dearly about the future; it is
also a shameful a bandonment of our respect [or individual p ain, anel the
responsibility we should <lll have, one to the other.
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Benny Henriksson's thesis is, it seems to me, primarily about responSibility:
our responsibility for ourselves and to others; and the responsibility society
should show for those in need in a health crisis that may yet only affect a
minority but which could still devastate even advanced western societies
like Sweden in the way it is threatening many countries in the South of the
world, unless w e accept our responsibilities, societal and individual. Above
all, I would suggest, this thesis, however controversial in theory and method
it may seem to some, is an act of responsibility by an engaged scholar, presenting the arguments and facts as he sees them so that w e, with him, may
attempt to see the sexual world of pleasure and dange r, risk and tnlst, in a
new and more caring and compassionate way, a way that offers hope not
fear not only to people with hiv and aids but to all of us living in our current
age of uncertainty.
Benny Henriksson's thesis is entitled "Risk Factor Love": Homosexuality,
Sexual Interaction and Hiv Prevention". It consists of two parts. The first
considers the theoretical and methodological issues necessary for thinking
about risk in relation to hiv/aids and sexuality, offering both a survey of the
debates as they have taken place in Sweden, and a wider conceptualisation
of the global debate on aids and the history and sociology of sexuality. The
second part consists of four articl es which draw on wider sociologic;d
investigation conduc.1ed by Benny Henriksson and his colleagues:
(1) A study of sexual negotiations between men who have sex with men in

w hat Henriksson calls "erotic oases", or what more legalist"icall y are call ed in
Britain PS£'s , or Public Sex Environments. Th is is b:lsed, somew iJ :l t
controversially in Sweden I understand, on participa nt observat ion ill priv:lt e
video dubs.
(2) A stuely of these erotic oases in the lives of fOllt" gel1l:!nlt klll .~ 1 If ",,:IY I1lt ' ll .
This investigation is b ased on life history inte rview ... with :1 nUmht'f 'If
homosexually identified men, supported by more tar,Me ted lnlt' rvlrw~ .1IIt!
the evidence from the participant observation study.

It"

(3) A study of homosexual's men's fa milies, both r;lInlll,'~
tJtta'n.nd wh.1I
have been called "chosen families", that is the network of -atpdk:InI: OIhrni
lovers and friends (and often cats and dn,Ms) thlll ,'ullllMuII .... I haW'
called elsewhere "the sphere o f the intimate" (Wrt!U 19PI). ,... IIUdy 1<1
again based on the life history interv iews.
M

,

(4) Finally, the title essay, "Risk Factor I.ovr:
Sexuality and Hiv Prevention". Th is pape r, I ~:~:'
for the wider research project , looks al Ihr
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sexual activity, including ~ris ky sex" has in the lives of homosexual men still
confronted by the prejudices of even the most liberal societies and searching
for love and intimacy in ways which relate to their histories and experiences.
Benny Henriksson uses three well-tried and familiar qualitative research
methods in order to understand the motives for both risky and safer sexual
activity: life history interviews, more directed informant intelViews, and
participant observation. Each has a history, and they have all been used to
explo re a variety o f social phenomena, from work to gangland life , from
racism to political progressivism, from class to individual actions (see Plummer
1995 for a discussion of such approaches). Qualitative methods such as these
also have a by now respectable history for exploring sexual behaviour. For if
sexuality is subject to greater socio-cultural moulding than almost any other
phenomena, as Gagnon and Simon (1973) argue, than it is only by entering
the appropriate sociocultural world, and hearing what its inhabitants have to
say, that we can begin to understand it.
That can involve taking risks. There is the risk, on the on the hand, of not
rea lly understanding the world you are entering, of finding it so strange and
different that you misunderstand the signs, mJsinterpret the language. An
anlidote to that is for you to use the "natives" themselves to describe the
world , or to be a native who balances a given sympathy with a degree of selfeffacement so that the actors speak for themselves. This is essentialty the
strategy that Benny Henriksson uses. For the interviews he is the sympathetic
interviewer. For the participant obsetvation study he is director or manager
of researchers who immerse themse lves in the sexual world of casual
encounters. He is then the analyst for the resulting data, who can blend
empirical evidence with theoretical insight and personal understanding, and
adjust the theory as necessary.
But that carries another risk: of opening u p delicate and threatened culrures
to sensationalist exposure, of d istoltion of your findings, of criticism of the
means you have employed to gain the necessary information being used to
hide the unpalatable conclusions. Sex research, as I said is worthwhile if you
can throw light on the wider risks facing liS in contemporary society. Benny
Henriksson, I would argue , ha s taken worthwhile risks thai individuals face,
and the risks that society as a whole confronts by not understanding the real
context in which health promotion and hiv prevention must take place.
Let me now turn to the main arguments of Benny Henriksson's thesis. The
starting point is his belief that official hiv prevention poliCies, in Sweden but
also elsewhere in the wet>1ern world, are generally \Y.lSed on outdated beliefs
about sexuality and risk behaviour, and ignore the context in which men
have sex with men. This leads to a prevention policy that concentrates on
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marlistic injunctions to cut down on the number of sexual partners, testing
for hiv, passing laws on infectious diseases and clamping down on public
sex environments, at the same time as health promotion information is directed
at the population at large rather than those who are actualty most at risk. The
result is two fold: the sexual health information directed at the population as
a whole is tOO generalized to affect individual behaviour; while the opportunity
to promote safer sex advice to those in the gay community who are currently
most at risk is avoided. So, for example, salina clubs where gay men met and
interacted, and had the opportunity to negotiate safe r sex, are closed down,
while video clubs, which have developed as the ir unofficial repla(;ements.
and where sex does take place, are prevented by the law from promoting
safer sex because this would identify them as sexualized spaces. The policy
is, in the end, cou nterproductive. The state response does not actually prevent unsafe sex, and it makes impossible the task of promoting safer sex
activities in places which are important both for sexual activity and the affirmation of a sense of identity and social belonging. In other words, by
emphasising the risk to the general population and effectively "degaying ~
the epidemiC, Sweden, like many other western societies, has succeeded in
making it mo re d ifficult to reach the gay population except in a negative
way, that is by stigmatising without understanding the ways in which the
avoidance of risk is negotiated in the gay community itself.
This position is counterposed by Henriksson to the approach adopted,
indeed pioneered. by the gay community itself, safer-sex strategies which
explore the possibilities of risk-reduction within the context of the community'S
own awareness of common sexual practices. Such strategies, Henriksson
argues, have as their origin the gay community's resistance against homophobia
and sexual prohibitio n, and a self-knowledge o f gay culture, which prOVide
a solid grounding fo r effective prevention. The principal idea behind safer
sex is that it is not the person 's lifestyle o r the numer of partners thal is
crucial for transmission, but whether or nOl sexual techniques used are safer
(p. 10). In other words, it is not so much what you do, but how you do it that
matters. I have argued elsewhere (Weeks 1995) that western cultures have
been dominated by a morality of acts: what is right or wrong is measured by
the type of act. What we see in the descriptions offered by Henriksson's
thesis is an alternative value system emerging, what I have called an ethics of
relationships. It is not the act in itself that should concern us, but the context
and conditions in which it takes place, the relationships in whi ch it is
emb odied, and the meanings we give to it.
The important point of this for hiv prevention is that individuals should
integrate into their sexual repertoire both the use o f protectives - condoms
chief amongst them - and the exploration of sexual possibilities which may
o ffend conventional susceptibilities, but which are essentially safe. The
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assumption is that we can learn, adapt o r reinvent our sexual practices: chey
are not given eternally by nature, they are shaped in particular cultures. And
a culture can learn new ways of doing things, if its workings are unde rstood.
There is plentiful evidence from the recent history of the gay community that
this lesson has been largely understood . Safer-sex has become the norm
even if, as Henriksson s hows, there are specific contexts in which the nor~
can be bent because of the influence of even stronger imperatives. And the
best educators are those who understand the culture, who are pa rt of it.
Community develo pment and community mobilization are the most effective
ways of promoting safer sex.
Benny Henriksson seeks to demonstrate this by contrasting two sets of gay
sexual experiences, that of casual, anonymous sex in semi-public spaces;
and sex in the context of lOVing relationships. Conventional wisdom would
suggest that the first is high risk activity: "promiscuity", to use a loaded word,
as public health guidance has told us, leads to hiv infection. Monogamy, on
the other hand keeps us safe; it is not risky at all. Unfortunately, the data
presented by Benny Henriksson completely contradict that easy assumption .
He argues that homosexual and bisexual men take larger risks in their
stable relationships than they do when they have casual sexual relations at
various erotic oases. Risks a re taken in the latter, of course, while many
ongoing relationships are governed by rules of safer sex. Henriksson is nOI
offering an endorsement of casua l sex as such, nor is he attacking the
importance of stable relationships. Rather the point is (0 underline that offi cial policies designed to clamp down on erotic oases ignore the fa ct that
these Cdn be, and have been as a result of gay community 3divities, sites for
safer sex education. Mak ing them illegal actually increases the risk o f unsafe
activity, because owners are thereby prevented fro m offering safer sex advice.
On the other hand, simply asserting the desirability of stable relationships
without understanding or adressing the complex and often contradictory
elements that go to make up intimate life , can lead to tragedy.
For Hcnriksson's data suggest that when men have sex with men at erotic
oases they most often practice safer sex. Anal intercourse, in particular, is
avoided. As a result, Henriksson argues, men who participate in semi-public
sexual activities have developed "an impressive competence in negotiating
safer sex in these contexts" (p. 15). On the other hand, negotiating safer sex
becomes more complicated in the context of intimate relationships. For some
gay men, subject to stigma, often compelled by prejudice to leave their
communities and families of origin, the search for loving relationships becomes
an all encompassing goal. For some men who have found such a relationship,
Henriksson argues, anal sex has a particular symbolic meaning, especially if
it is unprotected :
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In facl, for some of the men intervjewed, unprot e~."ted anal intercourse has
an almo.'>t exjstential meaning. For {hem, the cessation of the use of condoms with a love panner symbolises that there is a commitmenl in Ihe
relationship that is "for real-. The men express how the giving and redeving
of semen often symbolises trust and love. In this context of intimacy Ihe
use of condoms connotes everything that is lhe opposite of these feelings
(p. 15).

This is an important antidote to social SCientific accounts which have studied
"reJapse from safers sex. It is not so much a w ilful forgetting of the need for
safer sex that we can witness; rather a subsuming of that need in an ideologi
of Jove and faithfulness. Yet as we know, committed partners have pasts,
and potential futures, outside that commitment. Monogamy in the present is
no protection agains an individual history, nor against the hiv virus.
The thesis is, I want to suggest, a powerful argument by Benny Henriksson that in confronting the threat of hiv, we need to understand human
behaviour and motivations in their complexity, rather than surrender to simple
notions of human nature and need . To do this we need a sense of theory and
history, an awareness of individual subjectivity and of social complexity. But
above all we need to hear and listen to the voices in the street: what people
themselves, in all their diversity and particularity, think they are doing, and
why. That is what I believe Benny Henriksson is seeking to do in this thesis
_ and why, though it may well make him ~su spect " - it is necessary research.
n

Critique
What I have tried to do so fa r is to outline as fairly as I can the arguments o f
Benny Henriksson's thesis. The re are, I believe, three types of questions we
can ask of it: (a) concerning theory, particularly in relationship to intimacy;
(b) relating to methods, and particularly what are the appropriate methods
for exploring intimate life; and (c) relating to the policy implications of this
study. I shall pursue each in rum.

(a) Theorising the sphere of the intimate
We have tended to assume until recently that the intimate sphere refers
specifically to marriage and the family. This is the domain of many of the
things that matter most to us: care, love and sexuality expecially. Yet recent
historical work has demonstrated that for several hundred yars now in most
western countries alternative foci for intimacy have developed: in urban,
often anonymous spaces, where homosexuals have met and forged friendship
networks and embryoniC communities; and in often secretive but no less
committed erotic relationships and passionate friendships amongst men and
amongst women. As aids has cut a swathe through the gay community, new
forms of care and compassio n have emerged from these netwo rks and
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communities (see essays in plumme r 1992, and discussion in Weeks 1995).
Similarly, recent sociological studies have charted what Anthony Giddens
(1992) has called the "rransformatio n of intimacy". Wim the breakdown of
traditional structures of family and community life as a result of revolutiona ry
social change and the globalisation of experience, there is a new emphas is
on c hoice of lifestyles, and on the importance of intimacy in cementing a
sense of self and identity, and in providing the location for individual meaning
and commitment: the forum where trust can be negotiatied as a barrier to the
world of unce rtainty we live in, and where risk, wh.ich all of us face , can be
minimised. Some have suggested that mis new elevation of the importance
of intimacy can be paralleled in both heterosexual and homosexual ways o f
life, whatever the appa rent d ifferences (see Bech 1992).
Benny He nriksson's research findings on the e mergence of "chosen families"
amongst lesbians and gay men offers a good example of the changes that are
taking place . Friendships and caring and loving relationships are being
constructed as part of the reshaping of intimate life. And yet, as Henriksson
argues, some of these intimate relationships, between committed couples,
based on trust, cany high risks. This ra ises several types of questions we can
ask of Henriksson's findings:
What evidence he has for the negotiation of trust and risk in gay family
type relationshsips. For exemple, is the evidence of risky sexual behaviour
in intimate relations the exception or lhe norm? What evidence is there for
negotiation of safer practices in on-gOing relationships?

(i)

What are the value syStems aOOm intimacy shared by the subjectS of
the research? As an example, what evidence is there for an awareness that
care for the self involves care for the other, and that trust invQlves a sense
of responsibility for self and other?

(ti)

(iii) Why does unprotected ana l intercourse carry the symbolic meaning it
does for many gay men? If sexual behaviour is to a large extent scripl:ed,
why is it so difficult to rewrite the script sJightly when the resull of not
doing so could be infection and death?
(Iv) Is il possible to balance emotional faithfulness and committment with
sexual infidelity?
(v) Finally, if the urge to fi nd love is so locked into the emotional structure
of some gay men, and if thaI love apparendy requires risky sex, how can
we minimise risk?
The fact is that trust, risk, committment and love are locked together for all of
us in the late modern world. Studies of heterose.xual interaction amongst
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young people in Britain in the context of hiv shows that knowledge of risk
does not prevent risky activities happe ning in the context of sexual attraction,
the search fo r self esteem and identity, and in particular the continuing
imbalances o f power betwee n men and wome n. Young girls, it seems,
frequently subord inate their perception o f risk, w hether of pregna ncy o r
disease, to the ir constam need to bala nce aUionomy w ith the w ish for
dependency a nd acceptance in a relationship with a man (Holland et al
1994). So there is nothing extraordinary Of peculiar to homosexuality about
Benny Henriksson's findings. On the other hand, difficult questions are raised
about the relationship between intimate life and public policy, o r how to
balance the right to privacy with the right to protectio n. All we can say w ith
cenainty is that you cannot begin 10 develop a coherent social policy by
ignoring the new primacy o f the intimate sphere.
(b) A question of methods
A qualitative, ethnographic study such as Benny Henriksson's is, I have
suggested, a necessary complement to the theoretical assumplions underlying
the research . If you want 10 fmd out whal is going o n in a largely unknown
and marginalised culture, then you have to go "down the re on a visi t~ , in
Christopher Ishe rwood's phrase, to find out. And if you are concerned 10
understand the symbolic meanings of a culture the n you have to enter and
e mpathise with the symbolic unive rse as it exists. That, I have suggested, can
itself be risky. Two questions commonly come up about research such as
this: about valid ity, and about bias.
(]) You can never gel a statistical cross section of a partly invisible
conslituency, and survey meth<Xis are always likely to prove inadequate.
But how can you be sure that you have a good cross section of experiences?
How can Benny Hcnriks$on know, for in ~tance, that all erotic oases have
a leaning to safer sex, when on ly a small mlmber have been investigated?
And how common is unsafe sex in intimate relationships, when the numbers
imerviewL>d are so small?
Are you not likely, researchers like Henriksson are often asked, to be
biased when you, as a "native", are investigating your own kind? Is there
nO! a danger of bending the evidence to suit your own polemical case?
Above all, in this particular study, where participant observation of sexual
negotiations inciuded sexual negotiation and involvement on the part of
the observers themselves, are not the results likely to be distorted? Should
not research methods be both moral and legal?

(li)

There are response to such criticisms, and in my view perfectly valid ones. In
the first place, who is better places to understand a world, and corrununicate
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it~ st ~cture , who is better p];lced to mhers, than someone who empathises
With It, and already has an awareness of its emmional and sexual contours?
But s~c~ndly, t~i~ has to be accompanied not by a notional neutrality but by
reflexIvity: a wIllmgness to see yourself as an actor in the situation and an
ability to question yourself and your data as a necessary stage in its ~nalysis;
and to be honest about the processes involved. This, I believe, Bermy Henriksson does and is.

(c) Implications for policy
Benny Henriksson is nO{ a neutral social scientist studying an area for its
own sake. The investigations he has undertaken and the thesis he has
p roduced have a purpose: to inform public and community practice. This is
a perfectly valid task for a social scientist to take on, and in the context of
aids an absolutely necessary one. One of the tragiC ironies of the aids epicemic
is that it has made it poSSible, indeed essential, for public agencies to fund
research into sexuality. They should not be shocked by what is then revealed to them. On the contrary, they should take it seriously, for research saves
lives. So what arc the implications of Benny Henriksson's research for policy?
Two questions seem to be central:
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of, and research imo, the SOCiology of sexuality. He combines a sophisticated
awareness of recent theoretical advances with a skilled use of a variety of
qualitative research methods to produce a convincing picrure of a community
at risk. His findings correspond broadly with the findings of similar research
in countries like Britain, the Netherlands and the USA. It can thus be said to
be on the cutting edge of contemporary social scientific research on sexuality.
The thesis is well argued , and clearly presented, and the conclusion drawn
from the research are justified by the data presented. It is not the fina l word
on the s ubject, nor cou ld it be . Our theoret ica l knowledge grows,
circumstances change, and so do policies. sometimes as a result of research
like this. I hope many others will take risks, beco me "s uspect", by undertaking
sex research in a variety of different ways. Benny Henriksson's work is an
excdlent example of one particular form of research into sexuality. It adds to
our knowledge and contributes to our understanding. And without more
knowledge and more understanding we have no way of combating the risks
faC ing us, and no way of continuing the struggle aga inst hiv and aids.

jeffrey Weeks

( i) What

is the role of community development and community mobilization
in spreading the message of safer sex in the communities most at risk?
How, for example, can couples be encourJ.ged to adopt safer sex, when
they do not feel immediately at risk? How can safer sex be sustained as the
epidemic i ~ normaHzcd as JUSt one of the risks we face in everyday life?
Oi) W'hat role has the wider SOCiety, represented by the caring welfare
state, in encouraging tolerJ.tion of difference, and respect for unorthodox
ways of life?

The aids epidemic has fo rced the liberal societies of the west to explore their
liberalism to the limits, and have often fo und them waming. A justified attempt
to protect The paulation has led to illiberal measures in a number of countries.
Comrawise, conse!Valive governments like Britain's have found themselves
funding proje(ts sllch as needle exchanges for drug users or sexually explicit
advenising for gay men which go against their moral conservatism. Aids has
made strange bedfellows. But if tbe epidemic is to be contained we all
individuals, communities and governments, have to face the truth of th~
epidemic. Not the least of the merits of Benny Henriksson's thesis is that he
faces the truth unflinchingly.
Conclusion
Benny Henriksson's thesis is in the best traditions of the recent theorisation
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